Variable selection for, and determination of variable importance within, species distribution 18 models (SDMs) remain an important area of research with continuing challenges. Most SDM 19 algorithms provide normally exhaustive searches through variable space, however, selecting 20 variables to include in models is a first challenge. The estimation of the explanatory power of 21 variables and the selection of the most appropriate variable set within models can be a second 22 challenge. Although some SDMs incorporate the variable selection rubric inside the algorithms, 23
Introduction 40
Species distribution models (SDMs; i.e. ecological niche models [ Most SDM algorithms use exhaustive searches through variable space (in multiple 57 combinations) in order to identify the variables that define a species' distribution. As the most 58 biologically-based decision in SDMs, the selection of environmental covariates should primarily 59 depend on the knowledge of the adaption of species' physiology to the ecological or biological 60 conditions (ecophysiological or biophysiological processes) that govern the relationships 61 between a species and the environment (Austin, 2007) . However, this information is difficult to 62 contribution. There are three steps for predicting species distribution and selecting variables 143 selected via Unimportance Index (UI). First, run a complete GARP experiment with the full 144 variable set. Second, use the output of the first GARP experiment to rank and select variables 145 based on UI. Third, input the important variables in GARP to run the second GARP experiment 146 to predict the species distributions. 147 9 Once a ruleset is developed, it is projected onto the geography of the study area to 149 develop a presence/absence map describing the species' potential geographic distribution, e.g. 150 Blackburn (2006) , Joyner (2010), and Stockwell (1999) . Given the iterative nature of GARP, the 151 model does not arrive at a single solution. DG splits input occurrence data into training and 152 testing sets inside the software for model evaluation and incorporates a "best subset" procedure, 153 which would select the best subset of models based on two criteria: omission (false negative) and 154 commission (false positive; percent of pixels predicted present) rates. Such calculations are 155 performed on each individual model and the "best subset" procedure selects a user defined 156 number of models based on specific omission and commission values. Here, experiments were 157 setup to run up to 200 models, we selected 20 models with no more than 10% "extrinsic" 158 omission rate, which is calculated from the internal testing set. A median commission percentage 159 is then calculated for the 20 low-omission models. Investigators can define the percentage 160 (defaulted to 50%; 10 models) of the low-omission models that have individual commission 161 closest to the median to be selected as the best subset (McNyset and Blackburn, 2006) . Finally, 162 the best subset with 10 best presence-absence predictions can be summed and mapped on the 163 landscape with model agreements indicating the likelihood of the species presences. GARP has 164 been shown to perform well across the spectrum of species' prevalence on the landscape from 165 rare to common making it useful for management oriented studies focused on relating 166 geographic potential to management or conservation needs (Peterson et al., 2007 We designed a new variable selection methodology to estimate variable contributions to 173 species distributions in GARP. We used accuracy metrics (omission and commission rates and 174 area under the curve (AUC)) to select the best subset of models (rulesets) in the GARP 175 experiment. We measured the variable contributions based on two criteria: 1) the prevalence of 176 the variable in the dominant presence rules and 2) the scaled median range for those variables 177 across the rules within the best subset of the GARP experiment. 178
The prevalence of a variable in the dominant presence rules of the best subset is defined 179 as the frequency with which the variable predicts the presence of the species in the dominant 180 presence rules of the best subset (See Equ. 1). With the best subset process activated, DG selects 181 a set of best models as described above. The dominant presence rules in the best subset are 182 defined as a subset of rules that cumulatively predict the over 90% of the species' presence on 183 the landscape in the top-selected 10-model subset (Mullins et al., 2011) . Those rules represent 184 the primary suitable environmental conditions that define the core of the ecological niche of the 185 species (based on the set of variables available) but does not take into account rare situations in 186 which species are occasionally or temporarily present. Here we only analyzed presence rules, 187 since absence rules tend to have wide median ranges. We defined prevalence as: 188
Equ.1 190
The high prevalence rate of a variable indicates that the variable is frequently used to predict the 191 presence of the species in the best subset. Thus, a variable with a higher prevalence rate suggests 192 the variable is relatively more important in the GARP experiment. We measured the variable contribution to GARP based on an Unimportance Index (UI) to 209 consider both criteria, the prevalence rate and scaled median range. The UI of each covariate is 210 calculated as the multiplication of the scaled median range and the probability that the variable is 211 not used to predict the presence of the species in the dominant presence rules of the best subset 212 (Equ. 2). This multiplication would help to combine and balance both criteria. Variables with 213 less contribution to a GARP experiment are defined as the ones with wider median range and 214 lower prevalence. Therefore, the larger the UI value is, the less contribution the associated12 variable brings to the model. To clearly compare and evaluate variable contribution we finally 216 rescaled the UI to 0-1 following Equ. 3: 217
where UIk is the unimportance index for covariate k; UImax and UImin are the maximum and 220 minimum value of the UIs for the covariates in the variable set, respectively. This procedure of 221 the estimation of variable contributions are shown in Fig. 1 and programmed in "GARPTools" 222 R-package (available at https://github.com/cghaase/GARPTools). 223 2.3. Testing the performance of the new variable selection procedure using simulations 224
Simulating the species and sampling it 225
To test the performance of the aforementioned variable selection method we first 226 generated ten normally distributed environmental covariates with spatial autocorrelation on a 227 10.5 * 10.5 degree landscape at a 0.01 degree resolution (Fig. A. 1) . Five of those covariates 228 were simulated using an exponential variogram model with a range of 10, sill of 1, and nugget of 229 0, the others used a spherical variogram model with a range of 6, sill of 1, and nugget of 0. Next, 230 we simulated 200 species using three variables from the entire set drawn at random without 231 replacement. The probability of occurrence was computed as: 232
Equ. 4 233 where β1, β2, and β3 are the coefficient that determines the influence of each covariate on the 234 species distribution and x1, x2, and x3 are the environmental covariates. The three selected 235 variables used in species distribution simulation were recorded for further validation of the 236 performance of the variable selection procedures. Once we obtained the probability surface on 237 the landscape, we used it as the success probability of a Bernoulli random trial to obtain the true 238 13 distribution (Elith and Leathwick, 2009). The three coefficients for each species were sampled 239 from a normal distribution under two scenarios. The first represents a scenario in which the 240 environmental covariates weakly define the species distribution. In this case, we sampled the 241 coefficients from a normal distribution with mean of one and standard deviation of 0.5. For the 242 second scenario we assumed that the coefficients had a stronger effect on the distribution of the 243 species such that the coefficients were normally distributed with mean of five and a standard 244 deviation of 0.5. We simulated 100 species using the weak effect coefficients and 100 using the 245 strong effect. Finally, we randomly extracted 50 presence locations from the centroid of the grid 246 cells of the realized distribution for each species as the presence-only data to input in GARP. 247
Testing the variable selection performance 248
To test the performance of the UI, we used the full set of ten environmental variables and 249 the 50 presence points sampled from the species distribution to generate a GARP experiment for 250 each species. Here, since the true distributions of the simulated species is known, we can directly 251 compare the predictions with true distributions without withholding part of data for external 252 model validation. We set the training/testing data split to 75%/25% inside DG. To maximize 253 GARP performance, model runs were set to a maximum of 1,000 iterations or until convergence 254 of 0.01. The best subset procedure selected ten best models under a 10% extrinsic omission 255 threshold and a 50% commission threshold (Fielding and Bell, 1997). Those 10-model best 256 subsets were added together using GARPTools R-package. 257
For each of the 200 species we calculated the UI for all the ten variables used in model 258 development and recorded the three variables with the lowest UI (i.e. the three variables with 259 highest contribution to the predicted distributions). We evaluated the performance of the model The details of data and sources are shown in Table 1 . All environmental layers were resampled 295 to 2.5 arcminute resolution. Given the resolution of the environmental layers, the 305 anthrax 296 outbreak cases represented 175 unique pixel cells which were selected using the spatially unique 297 routine in GARPTools. 298 To explore the environmental coverages for B. anthracis, we followed a similar 307 procedure as for the simulated species. We first input all 26 environmental covariates in GARP. 308
Since the true distribution of the species is unknown, and to validate the predicted distributions 309 from GARP, we split the 175 spatially unique anthrax occurrence data into external 310 training/testing set with 75%/25% ratio prior to model construction (Fig. 1) . We built the GARP 311 model following the parameterization in Blackburn et al. (2007) . In a first GARP experiment, we 312 calculated the UI for each of the 26 variables and assumed them to be important if the UI value 313 was smaller than 0.5. Finally, we re-ran the GARP experiment using only the variables identified 314 to be important. 315
Predictive accuracy for the best subsets from the GARP experiment with the UI-based 316 reduced variable set was evaluated using a combination of AUC, omission, and commission rates 317 higher than expected by chance (Table 2) . We found a similar result when analyzing separately 331 the species in which environmental covariates were assumed to have a weak and strong effect on 332 the geographic distribution (Table 2; We selected 12 variables with UI less than 0.5, including the climatic (temperature and 349 moisture) seasonality, elevation, mean NDVI, seasonality of NDVI, organic contents, calcic 350 vertisols, pH, and sand fractions (Table 3) . AUC value of the GARP experiment with the reduced 351 variable set was 0.86 (Table 4 ). The total and average omission rates of this best subset were 352 0.02% and 5.11%, respectively, and the total and average commission rates were 21.55% and 353 10.14%, respectively (Table 4) . 354 Kansas, eastern Oklahoma, and into the New Mexico and western Texas (Fig. 3) . The north-362 south corridor also expands westward into western Washington and Oregon through southern 363
Idaho. The distribution was predicted in some patches of Nevada, Utah, Arizona, and 364 southwestern California. There were also some small areas along the shorelines of the Great 365
Lakes in eastern Wisconsin, eastern Michigan, and northwestern Ohio and northeastern Indiana. 366 
